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Abstract. Machining plays a crucial role in process of economy through the way it contributes around 5% of the country’s total economy. The method of machining has been changed through the last periods due to the competition within the market to urge more profit and High Speed Machining (HSM) plays the vital role to realize the equivalent. Hence, many researchers are working on reduction of the machining cost and consumption of energy. Hard to cut materials have long list of practical applications, which is the main reason to consider their research and development aspects. Thus, it’s important to review the consequences of process parameters mainly like cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut so as to determine the correlation with reference to key measuring parameters like tool life, surface roughness and tool wear. The authentication of this approach must be proved in future, using different experimental data as high speed machining leads to extreme machining temperature, sudden tool failure and subsequent adverse effects on overall machining performance in all the aspects. Sustainable machining techniques have the effective answer to avoid the adverse consequences of HSM. This paper emphasizes upon the review of application of various sustainable machining techniques like Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL), Cryogenic Technique, and Compressed Gas into the high-speed machining of hard to cut materials. Further, the appliance of vegetable based lubricants is highlighted for better comparison.

1 Introduction

It is well known fact that the manufacturing industry contributes significantly in terms of overall development worldwide. Most of the countries have observed the increase in industrial energy usage and production house contributes majorly in terms of CO2-emissions. With no surprise, modern society is striving for tailor made solutions across the product range. [1]. The thought of sustainability [2] is to overcome the issues that face from various segments, as it is important that many manufacturers adopt sustainable practices. Sustainable manufacturing consists of protection of environment, profit and social benefits of all these manufacturing areas. Manufacturing in alignment with sustainability and optimum machining aspects will serve the benefits of production house [3]. The idea of cleaner and sustainable production is related to creating services and products, utilizing procedures and frameworks that preserve the natural resources as well as the energy. Such model ought to be monetarily feasible, safe furthermore, energizing for workers and alluring for the consumers [4]. This research emphasize on the investigations into various parameters of machining and its effects on the sustainability.

1.1 Sustainable machining

Sustainable manufacturing requires the preservations of the energy as well as materials. It is related to ecological effect, energy utilization, operational security, labors wellbeing, management of waste, and cost of production. Sustainability is significant in the process of machining [5]. The sustainability of a production process is often achieved by integrating all the tiny factors so as to achieve sustainable machining. The important market demand has got to be considered in dependence to cost; quality that has got to consider while the delivery of the ultimate product. Along with major manufacturing/machining attributes; waste reduction is important area of consideration by the virtue of efficient utilization of resources [6, 7].

2 Literature review

The literature review focus on the authors contribution that have made the research and experiment to promote sustainable practices in order to consume less energy and enhance surface integrity. High speed machining is an
important manufacturing process and widely used for extrusion dies, automobile, medical and aeronautics industry applications. Considerable developments are happening in the area of machining of various hard and conductive materials under different machining conditions [8, 9].

Sustainable machining techniques viz. MQL, compressed gas, cryogenic etc. has shown environment friendly direction for better future in all the aspects. With wide research work; it has been observed that, sustainable machining techniques help to reduce cutting forces, temperature and overall machining cost along with improved surface finish, tool life and overall machining performance even in hard to cut materials (titanium alloy, nickel alloy, AISI series/ hardened steel materials) [10-12]. An exhaustive literature review in this regard showing the contributions of various researchers is a source of vision to look towards latest developments in the area. This is an attempt to categorize the various researches made by different researchers for the sake of deciding the direction or path of research for new researchers.

2.1 High- speed machining and optimization

Pawade et al. [13] have discussed the application of a novel approach called Jaya algorithm to optimize method parameters in turning of AISI S7 material at higher speed. The algorithm does not need any algorithm-specific control parameters. Tool nose radius, cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of cut are the important method parameters considered. Surface roughness and cutting force observed to be influenced by these parameters. L18 mixed Taguchi orthogonal array was used while the mathematical prediction models were developed for output using regression method.

Khedekar et al. [14] have observed that time affects majorly over thickness variation during the experimentation on nickel chrome in view of its wide range of application in plating. Shinde et al. [15] performed the experimental work to optimize the method parameters in the process of powder-mixed electrical discharge machining. They used fine abrasive particles of aluminium, silicon and silicon carbide powder during experimentation which was performed on laboratory developed set-up. Response surface methodology (RSM) was used to assess the process performance.

Kale et al. [16] found that performance of copper electrode is better over brass during machining of Inconel 718. Response surface analysis and D-optimal method is used for optimization of process parameters to find the minimum tool wear and maximum material removal.

2.2 Cutting tool techniques based on cryogenic treatment

Cryogenic is a potential machining technique of the cutting tool cooling and part, while performing an operation under consideration. Cryogenic machining basically refers to delivering the cryogenic fluid to the cutting surface during the machining which undergoes the extreme temperature during the operation and where there’s change within the material characteristics. Coolant used is typically liquefied nitrogen at ~196°C. Nitrogen is safe, non-combustible, and noncorrosive gas which can be stored [17, 18]. Rubio et al. [19] noted that, cold compressed air which is subsequent to cryogenic technique; improves the surface finish by the virtue of temperature reduction in the cutting zone. Pereira et al. [20] performed the experimental investigations into AISI 304 turning and found the improvement in tool life by 50% under cryogenic application. Also, they noted the possibility 30% increase in cutting speed compare to dry machining. Schoop et al. [21] implied the liquid nitrogen (LN2) at ~195.8 temperatures during high speed machining of Ti-6Al-4V material. They noted the use of cryogenic cooling allow lowest tool wear < 10 μm at higher cutting speed (240 m/min.) and reduced surface roughness compared to flood machining. Pandey and Patil [22] performed the experimentation to check the effect of method parameter followed by analysis of cutting speed and feed correlation with reference to surface finish. ANFIS model and statistical validation are found to be in agreement of experimentation.

Pusavec et al. [23] assessed the cryogenic machining for a nickel alloy, Inconel 718. They assessed the attributes of surface integrity for distinct combinations of lubrication conditions. The outcomes demonstrate that cryogenic machining procedures can be actualized to enhance the surface integrity quality in view of improved quality of final product. Pusavec et al. [24] also assessed the machining of Inconel 718 using RSM by developing a predictive model for MQL, cryogenic, dry and cryo-lubrication machining processes. ANOVA was used to validate the models. From the results it could be observed that the lubrication/cooling significantly affected the performance of machining. Pusavec et al. [25] further presented a machining observation of Ni-alloy (high-temperature) which indicated that the cost of tooling contributed majorly to the cost of overall production.

2.3 Cutting tool techniques based on surface structuring

Baisane et al. [26] found the higher surface roughness and lower material removal rate under the consideration of Al2O3p. Taguchi method is used during the machining of composite materials. Bhople et al. [27] noted that cutting speed and depth of cut are major parameters affecting surface roughness and main cutting force respectively during machining of austempered ductile iron. Surface plot used to analyze the effects of feed rate, depth of cut and speed on surface finish, microhardness and cutting force. The validation of these models was done by ANOVA. Jadhav et al. [28] have performed drilling experimentation on Al6061/ Al2O3 aluminium metal matrix composite to study the effect on surface finish. Design of experiment was done by Taguchi method to know the effects of cutting speed, point angles of drill bits, feed rate and reinforcement
percentage of Al2O3p on cylindricity, mean force, torque and surface roughness.

Nizamuddin et al. [29] have compared the karanja oil with conventional cutting fluid during the orthogonal cutting of AISI 1045 steel and found better results with eco-friendly oil over the conventional fluid. Nilesh and Brahankar [30] have experimented to incorporate the particles dimensions along with development of a replacement model for surface roughness. Experimental results are found to be in close agreement with predictions of this model. The nonlinear estimation results while machining of these composites projects the importance or properties like coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal diffusivity, melting temperature and heat of fusion. Pawade et al. [31] have noted the significant reduction in cutting force using honed plus chamfered cutting edge during machining of Inconel 718 super alloy at higher speed with PCBN cutting tool.

2.4 Cutting tool techniques based on cooling and lubrication

Wang et al. [32] performed the experimental evaluation during grinding under the application of MQL using different vegetable oil types. They performed the experiment on Ni- alloy (GH4169) and noted that use of vegetable oils namely castor, peanut, sunflower and soybean oil; help to achieve superior results in comparison of flood lubrication. Key ingredients of vegetable oils like ricinoleic and oleic acids which have low friction coefficient and high binding energy; helps in producing excellent lubrication properties they observed. On the equivalent line, Sunday et al. [33] concluded that use of MQL method using Bio- lubricant in various machining processes is an effective way to tackle environmental concerns, health issues and price related to the lubricant application during machining operation.

Sachin and Nilesh [34] have developed new cutting fluid during machining of M2 steel turning operation under MQL and compared it with traditional oil. Results show that surface roughness obtained under above vera is better as compared to mineral oil. Further, reduced tool wear noted under above vera application. Shrikant and Nilesh [35] have investigated that bio-lubricant canola oil performance is much closer to the synthetic oil results under the turning of hardened AISI 4340 material. Gunjal et. al. [36] found the similar kind of closer results with bio-lubricant coconut oil in comparison to synthetic oil during experimental investigation and noted less than micron variation in results of chip thickness study.

Pande and Patil [22] found that the application of vegetable oil under MQL had better lubrication in comparison to flood and mineral lubrication. They utilized liquid paraffin oil for assessing and comparing the lubrication properties of sunflower oil, castor, palm, rapeseed, maize, peanut and soybean as the MQL base oils. On the same line, Karkade and Nilesh [37] have performed turning experimentation on titanium alloy under cryogenic (CO2) gas cooling. The comparative investigation was undertaken on surface integrity and process forces. Surface finish was noted to enhance up to 28 % compared to dry cutting.

Thakur et al. [38] have analyzed machinability characteristics during Inconel 718 machining under dry and MQL conditions. Collected chips were analyzed using X-ray diffraction analysis. Results show that MQL application is far better than that of dry machining. Elshwain et al. [39] reviewed the coolant-lubricants based on gas. They concluded that in comparison to conventional cooling and dry cutting for nickel-alloys and machining titanium, most of the attributes of the gas based cutting fluids enabled a considerable improvement. Jozic et al. [40] have performed the Taguchi’s design of experiment for optimizing the cutting environments and process parameters during the process of machining. It is seen that feed per tooth, cutting time and cutting condition applied a critical impact on different reactions. Therefore, the adequacy of this system was confirmed by an experimental test. The concerned study affirms that air cold system is often effectively applied when it’s important to satisfy recently established attributes.

2.5 Comparison table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref. No.</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Type of Metals &amp; Machining Procedure</th>
<th>Evaluation metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Taguchi</td>
<td>AIMg3- Milling</td>
<td>Surface roughness, power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Taguchi, ANOVA</td>
<td>Magnesium Alloy- Turning</td>
<td>Lubrication, surface roughness and finish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>ANOVA, RSM</td>
<td>Nickel alloy, Dry machining, high speed machining, cryogenic</td>
<td>Cooling lubrication and tool life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
<td>Nickel alloy, Dry machining, cryogenic</td>
<td>Energy consumption, safety measures, and cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Taguchi</td>
<td>Steel 42CrMo4- Milling</td>
<td>Surface finish and cutting force</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

The concerned review paper is an attempt to summarize the research effort to drive sustainable machining future for all the relevant machining operations. Though sustainable machining techniques has shown promising results to all the materials even at high speed; the subsequent challenge like complexity reduction and structuring for continuous improvement to orientate manufacturing towards excellence has to be evaluated effectively. This shows the sustainable machining as a potential approach for the modern manufacturing world which prompt for tool efficiency and low energy consumption for quality and overall machining performance.
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